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Simple human soap dispenser manual

SimpleHuman's automatic soap dispenser is a contactless pump that puts soap or sanitizer in your hand when you insert it with a sensor. They are great for issuing soap without having to touch anything, but over time the soap can dry out (or if you use too thick soap) and form a blockage in the tube that leads from the pump to the
dispenser port. If this happens, the pump will whine, but will not send out soap. Sometimes you can flush it with water or thinner soap, but if the blockage is too thick the only way to fix the problem is to disassemble the pump and remove the blockage. I learned a new way of clearing soap blocking if they weren't too big. This means that
you do not have to completely disassemble the pump. It only takes a minute, so it's an easy step to try. Fill the SmartWater Sports bottle with hot water and place the blue nozzle to cover the pump's power. Press the bottle to press the water down the tube and force all to clog the tank. There is a lot of pressure when you squeeze the
bottle so if you lose the connection to the soap dispenser you will spurt hot water all over the place. Don't ask me how I know it. The SmartWater Sports bottle is the nozzle you drink from it's perfect size to cover the soap output feeder. It is also ideal for backflushing Sawyer Mini Filter.You can use any other mechanism that allows you to
force water back through the feed tube with sufficient pressure to drive out the clog. The bottom is there with three screws: a battery compartment screw (which is the one commonly used to replace batteries) and two screws in the pump compartment. Remove the bottom of the dispenser. The scale has a small transverse, which fits into
the slot potentiometer. Note the location of the slot and potentiometer. If you accidentally change any of them your pump will have different settings and you will need to open it and adjust it. Also, when you try to put the bottom back, you will need to secure the bar and slot is alignment or you will not be able to add the bottom. I had
already removed the pully before I took the photo. Remove the pully from the motor and pump. Unscrew 4 small screws that hold the pump to the mounting. The pump is not symmetrical, so it has to go back in the same way, but it really only fits in one direction. Unhook the pump from the flexible plastic pipe. The tube nourishes the port at
the top of the dispenser. To get easier access to the pump pipe, remove the two screws that hold the electronic panel and the base. The board should just pull out. That is what we expected, and that is the hardest step. You need to clean from the hardened (or thickened) soap that is clogging the tube. What I found worked best was the
long and thin plastic rod that I had (Camelbak cleaning rod - just a rod, not a brush). Camelbak has changed your cleaning kits so unless you have the one you need is something long but tiny that will fit down the pipe and break up the soap. Also, what worked especially well when I broke some soap cuffs was the Sawyer Mini cleaning
piston (syringe). It is the perfect size for the tube and allows you to force water through it. You might try a SmartWater bottle with a sports cap, but it may be too big for a tube. The pump is quite interesting and would be good, but it is interesting to see how it is built. What you see in the photos is a pump face that fits the bottom of the soap
reservoir and feeds from a tiny hole at the top. The top of the pump is not glued and is only based on the pump. I found this when it accidentally fell off. Put everything back together, and you're done. Remember to align the scale and potentiometer. If you want to check to see if you have fixed the pump before putting it all back together,
note that you can put the battery compartment back without the bottom (but you will need to remove it when you attach it to the bottom). I had some problems testing the pump only with water, but when I put the soap dispenser it started working just fine. Choose your product category: tank pumps and soap kitchen bathroom sensor mirror
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